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1. Introduction

Meta-arguments support conclusions about other arguments, their interaction, their com-
position or their evaluation. For instance, a meta-argument may conclude that other ar-
guments are in conflict or that one of them is preferred over the other, or it may provide
new rules or facts that can be used in building arguments.

Meta-argumentation has received little attention thus far. As discussed in [1] there
are various approaches to generate argumentation frameworks (AFs) in terms of accounts
of the structure of arguments and their relations (e.g. ASPIC+, ABA, classical argumen-
tation, DeLP). However, most of these approaches regard rule sets, specifications of con-
flicts and preferences as given. In the reality of adversarial debate, these things can also
be argued about. Hence the importance of meta-argumentation.

In this paper we shall focus on a specific application of meta-argumentation to the
conflict function of an argumentation theory, namely, assessing whether there is a conflict
between two propositions in the argumentation language, i.e., whether the arguments
concerning those propositions are incompatible so that accepting one of them entails
rejecting the other.

Example 1 (Gender example) To ground the discussion on a practical example, let us
consider a legal example concerning a case of gender identity. Let us consider the case of
Sue. She wants to compete in the woman’s chess championship but the organisers argue
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that this would be impossible because legally she has been assigned the male gender,
as proven by her passport. However, Sue is bigender – i.e. she identifies as both male
and female simultaneously – and thinks that she should have the right to compete in the
championship. To decide the case we should first decide on the existence of a conflict
between the concepts of man and woman: are they in conflict – gender binarism discards
her claim of being both man and woman at the same time –, or can the two concepts
coexist according to the principle of self-determination? To encode the case at hand, the
argumentation model should allow conflicts to be formalised, i.e., a meta-argumentation
model is required.

It should now be more clear how the ability to include conflicts in the arguable con-
tent of a theory is fundamental in cases like the one we described above. The point of
this work is whether this can be done while maintaining the compatibility with tradi-
tional argumentation methods and models—namely, Dung’s semantics [2]. In this paper
we focus on grounded semantics. For one reason, grounded semantics allows efficient
use of the model in a real computational scenario—grounded semantics is the only one
having polynomial complexity. Moreover, the use of grounded semantics only, allowed
the authors – and hopefully the readers – to better focus on the fundamental ideas and
mechanisms behind the proposed model, without the need to deal with the complexity
of other semantics. For these reasons, the extension to other semantics is left to future
work.

The main idea behind this work is to start from a standard structured argumenta-
tion framework – like ASPIC+ [3] – and expand its definitions to deal with meta reason-
ing over conflicts. We address meta-argumentation by using the mechanism presented in
[4] for preferences and adapting it to conflicts, i.e., in representing attacks and conflicts
through arguments, which in their turn, may be subject to attack. In this way, we can
model meta-argumentation while preserving the semantics of standard abstract argumen-
tation [2].

The paper is organised as follows. Background notions are discussed in Section 2,
while Section 3 introduces the meta argumentation framework. Section 4 presents the
related work and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Abstract Argumentation and Argumentation Theories

In this section we introduce the standard definitions for argumentation frameworks based
on Dung’s semantics [2] and for ASPIC+.

Definition 1 (Argumentation framework) An argumentation framework AF is a tuple
< A,⇝>, where A is a set of arguments and⇝ is a binary relation (attack relation) over
A×A. We write X ⇝ Y for (X ,Y ) ∈⇝.

The semantics for an argumentation framework is defined as follows.

Definition 2 (Semantics) Let < A ,⇝> be an AF and S ⊆ A . S is conflict free iff there
are no A,B ∈ S such that A⇝ B. For any X ∈ A , X is acceptable with respect to S ⊆ A
iff ∀Y ∈ A , Y ⇝ X implies that ∃Z ∈ S s.t. Z⇝ Y . Then:

• S is an admissible extension iff X ∈ S implies that X is acceptable w.r.t. S;
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• S is a complete extension iff X ∈ S iff X is acceptable w.r.t. S;
• S is the grounded extension iff S is the set-inclusion minimal complete extension.

Definition 3 (Argumentation system) An argumentation system is a quadruple AS=<
L,R,n,▷> where:

• L is a logical language;
• R = Rs ∪Rd is a set of rules. Rd is a set of defeasible rules in the form φ0, ...,φn ⇒

φ , Rs is a set of strict rules in the form φ0, . . . ,φn → φ , where φ0, . . . ,φn,φ are
well-formed formulae in the L language;

• n is a naming function of the form n : R 7→ L
• ▷ is a non-symmetrical conflict relation over L×L. We write φ▷ψ for (φ ,ψ)∈▷.

Definition 4 (Knowledge base) A knowledge base for an AS=< L,R,n,▷> is a set K ⊆
L consisting of two disjoint subsets Ks (the axioms) and Kp (the ordinary premises).

Definition 5 (Argumentation theory) An argumentation theory is a tuple AT=<AS,K >
where AS is an argumentation system and K is a knowledge base in AS.

Given an argumentation theory, by chaining rules from the theory we can construct
arguments, as specified in the following definition; cf. [5,6,7].

Definition 6 (Argument) Starting from an argumentation theory AT=< AS,K >, an ar-
gument A is any structure obtained by applying the following steps a finite number of
times

1. φ if φ ∈ K with: Prem(A)={φ}; Conc(A)=φ ; Sub(A)={φ}; DefRules(A)= /0;
TopRule(A)=undefined.

2. A1, . . . ,An ⇒ψ if A1, . . . ,An are arguments s.t. ∃ a rule r = Conc(A1), . . . ,Conc(An)⇒
ψ ∈ Rd .

• Prem(A)=Prem(A1)∪ . . .∪Prem(An),
• Conc(A)=ψ ,
• Sub(A)=Sub(A1)∪ . . .∪Sub(An)∪{A},
• TopRule(A)=r,
• DefRules(A)=De f Rules(A1)∪ . . .∪De f Rules(An)∪{r}

3. A1, . . . ,An →ψ if A1, . . . ,An are arguments s.t. ∃ a rule r = Conc(A1), . . . ,Conc(An)→
ψ ∈ Rs.

• Prem(A)=Prem(A1)∪ . . .∪Prem(An),
• Conc(A)=ψ ,
• Sub(A)=Sub(A1)∪ . . .∪Sub(An)∪{A},
• TopRule(A)=r,
• DefRules(A)=De f Rules(A1)∪ . . .∪De f Rules(An)

Given an argument A we write:

• Prem(A), for the set of premises from K used in the argument;
• Conc(A), for the conclusion of the argument;
• Sub(A), for the set of subarguments of A;
• De f Rules(A), for the set of rules in Rd used to build the argument;
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• TopRule(A), for the rule from R used in A’s last inference step.

The first condition deals with arguments generated using the knowledge base K.
Using the second and third ones we can recursively apply rules from R on the generated
arguments to generate new arguments.

We can produce attacks starting from arguments using the notion of conflict for an
argumentation language L:

Definition 7 (Direct attack) An argument A directly attacks an argument B iff A directly
undercuts, directly undermines or directly rebuts B where:

• A directly undercuts B iff Conc(A)▷n(TopRule(B)) and TopRule(B) ∈ Rd;
• A directly rebuts argument B iff Conc(A)▷Conc(B) and TopRule(B) ∈ Rd;
• A directly undermines argument B iff B ∈ Kp and Conc(A)▷B

Definition 8 (Attack) We say that argument A attacks argument B if A directly attacks
B′ ∈ Sub(B).

Then we can build an abstract argumentation framework as:

Definition 9 (Abstract argumentation framework) Let AT be an argumentation the-
ory <AS,K >. An abstract argumentation framework defined by AT , is a tuple <A ,⇝>
where:

• A is the set of all arguments constructed from AT according to Definition 6;
• for any arguments X and Y ∈ A , X ⇝ Y iff X attacks Y

In the following sections, we will extend this model to base the ▷ relation and con-
sequently the ⇝ relation on the content of the argumentation theory—i.e., shape the
applicable conflicts inside the framework that we are evaluating.

The desiderata as a result is a standard abstract argumentation framework, thus pre-
serving the possibility to evaluate it through the semantics given in Definition 2.

3. Reasoning with conflicts

According to Definition 3, the conflict relation is a fixed part of the argumentation system
and attacks between arguments are determined by conflicts between the conclusion of the
attacking argument and a premise, rule name, or conclusion of the directly attacked ar-
gument. The main idea underpinning the extension for dealing with meta-argumentation
is to make the conflict relation dynamic, allowing arguments to argue for or against the
existence of conflicts. In such a way we define an abstract argumentation framework that
– once evaluated according to a standard Dung’s semantics – produces admissible exten-
sions containing both the arguments arguing on conflicts and arguments whose admissi-
bility is influenced by these conflicts.

Let us start providing definitions for an argumentation language L enabling conflicts
between elements of L to be stated, i.e., enabling reasoning with conflicts. We do that by
introducing in the language a binary predicate – conf – putting in relation arbitrary for-
mulae from the language itself. The introduced predicate will provide a way to express
the content of the conflict relation ▷ and use it in the argumentation process. Further-
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more, we introduces wff’s att(A) for any argument constructible with any possible set of
rules over the new language.

Definition 10 (Conflict-based argumentation language) Given an argumentation lan-
guage L we define a argumentation language for reasoning with conflicts Lc as the small-
est argumentation language Lc = L∪{con f (ψ,φ)|ψ,φ ∈ Lc}∪{attA | A is constructible
with any set of rules over Lc}.

Now let us consider Lc a language as in Definition 10. We can build an argumentation
system AS=< Lc,R,n, /0 > and consequently an argumentation theory AT=< AS,K >,
and use them to build an abstract argumentation framework AF=< A ,⇝> using Defi-
nition 9. Note that, since ▷= /0, the attack set⇝ in AF will be empty as well.

Now, let us extend the AF framework so defined to introduce attacks derived from
the conflicts reified in the Lc language. In such a way the status of an attack is bound to
the status of the argument claiming the conflict that generated it.

First, let us define an argument for each potential attack deriving from con f predi-
cates. Accordingly, attacks could be evaluated w.r.t. the semantics applied to the frame-
work.

Definition 11 (Conflict-based direct attack argument) A conflict-based direct attack
argument X stating that argument W, based on conflict argument W ′, attacks argument
Z, has the form W,W ′ ⇒ att(Z) where:

• Conc(W ) = φ , Conc(W ′) = con f (φ ,ψ) and

* n(TopRule(Z)) = ψ and TopRule(Z) ∈ Rd , or
* Conc(Z) = ψ and TopRule(Z) ∈ Rd or
* Conc(Z) = ψ and Z ∈ Kp

We define:

• Conc(X) = att(Z)
• Sub(X) = Sub(W )∪Sub(W ′)∪{X}

Let us write DirectAttack(X) to indicate that X is a direct attack argument.

Thus to construct a direct attack argument W,W ′ ⇒ att(Z) against Z it must be the
case that two arguments are available, argument W , and argument W ′, the latter claiming
that the conclusion of W is in conflict with the relevant element of Z (i.e., the name of
Z’s top rule or Z’s conclusion). The status of the direct attack arguments will depend on
the status of both W and W ′.

We leverage direct attack arguments to build the actual attack set of the meta argu-
mentation framework.

Definition 12 (Conflict-based attack) A direct attack argument W,W ′ ⇒ att(Z) attacks
any argument Z′ such that Z ∈ Sub(Z′).

Thus, a direct attack argument W,W ′ ⇒ att(Z) attacks not only its direct target Z,
but also any argument Z′ of which Z is a subargument. The success of the attack will
depend not only on the status of W , but also on the status of W ′ which asserts that W and
Z are in conflict.

These elements are merged together in a Conflict-based Argumentation Framework.
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Definition 13 (Conflict-based Argumentation Framework) Given an argumentation
theory AT=<< Lc,R,n, /0>,K > with Lc being a conflict-based argumentation language,
the conflict-based argumentation framework of AT is the tuple < A1 ∪A2,⇝> where:

• A1 is the set of all arguments constructed from AT according to Definition 6;
• A2 is the set of all direct attack arguments constructed from AT and A1 according

to definition 11;
• X ⇝ Z iff X attacks Z according to definition 12

Conflict freeness, acceptability, admissible, complete, grounded extension are de-
fined as in Definition 2.

The set A2 contains all attack arguments that can be generated by using the argu-
ments in A1, according to definition 13. For an attack argument W,W ′ ⇒ att(Z) to be
established according to an argumentation semantics, it is necessary that also W ′ is ac-
ceptable, i.e., that it is established that an acceptable conflict between W and Z exists.
Only in this case W will bring an attack against Z.

Let us now provide some examples for our framework, in accordance the legal ex-
ample introduced in Example 1. We use the following abbreviations:

• Champ = Sue can compete in the women’s chess championship
• FWoman = Sue is bigender and identifies herself also as a woman
• PMan = Sue’s passport identifies her as a man
• Aut = Every person has the right to self-determine their gender
• GBin = Every person’s gender is determined by their birth sex, either male or

female

Example 2 (Gender example: formalization) Let us consider the theory where Rd = {
r1 : Gbin ⇒ con f (Man,Woman); r2 : Gbin ⇒ con f (Woman,Man); r3 : PMan ⇒ Man;
r4 : FWoman ⇒ Woman; r5 : Woman ⇒ Champ } with the following facts Kp = {
FWoman, PMan, GBin, con f (Aut,Gbin) }, Ks = /0, Rs = /0. Accordingly to the above
definitions, we can then build the following arguments:

The attacks are MA0⇝ A7, MA0⇝ A8, MA1⇝ A6, MA0⇝MA1, MA1⇝MA0.
If we apply Dung’s grounded semantics to the framework we obtain the extension
{A0,A1,A2,A3,A4,A5}—i.e. the incompatibility between Sue’s official gender and her
other perceived identity (A4,A5) prevents her to compete in the championship.
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Sue is not happy with the final decision and decides to appeal claiming that her right
to self-determination has not been taken into due consideration. The case is evaluated
again with the new information: K′

p = {Aut}∪Kp. Two new arguments are obtained:

A9 : Aut
MA2 : A9 , A3 ⇒ a t t ( A2 )

The new attacks are MA2⇝ A2, MA2⇝ A4, MA2⇝ A5, MA2⇝ MA0, MA2⇝
MA1. Applying again Dung’s grounded semantics to the framework we obtain the ex-
tension {A0,A1,A3,A6,A7,A8,A9,MA2}—i.e. the problem on Sue’s identity is resolved
discarding the binary view on genders (A2, A4, A5), according to the principle of self-
determination (A9). Consequently, Sue’s perceived genders are both present in the ex-
tension, and she is free to compete in the championship. Indeed, the CAF was able to
integrate the new knowledge and use it to revise the status of the propositional conflicts
in the argumentation theory as expected. Both the original argumentation graph and the
revised one are presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Conflict-based Argumentation frameworks from Example 2

3.1. Properties

We now proceed to demonstrate two important properties of the constructed framework.
Intuitively, we would expect that a conflict that has been proven to exist at the meta-level
– i.e. via the conflict-based framework –, indeed exists at the object level, leading to the
same set of attacks and, consecutively, to the same extension. In other words, what is true
according to the conflict-based framework should remain true when the verified conflicts
are applied a priori as in the original ASPIC+ model. To demonstrate this important
property, let us introduce the notion of an Equivalent Standard AF.

To start, we define a way to construct a standard argumentation framework on the
basis of a conflict-based argumentation framework. The basic idea is that starting with
a conflict-based argumentation framework and an extension of it, we construct a stan-
dard argumentation framework having a corresponding extension according to the same
semantics.

Let us consider a conflict-based argumentation framework CAF=<A ,⇝> and one
of its extensions E. To construct the equivalent argumentation framework EAF , we first
remove from A (a) all attack arguments that are supported by those conflict arguments
that are in the extension, and (b) all attack arguments that are supported by a conflict-
ing argument that is attacked by the extension. Only attack arguments that are neither
included in E nor attacked by it are left in the EAF’s arguments set. Accordingly, the
EAF’s attack relation is constructed using those conflicts claimed by the arguments in E.
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Definition 14 (Equivalent Standard AF) Given a conflict based argumentation frame-
work CAF=< A ,⇝> having an extension E according to semantics σ , we define an
equivalent standard argumentation framework EAF=< A ′,⇝′> where:

1. A ′ = A \B∪C where:

(a) B = {a ∈A | ∃b ∈ E such that Conc(b) = conf (φ ,ψ) and a is a direct attack
argument of the form W,b ⇒ Z};

(b) C = {a ∈ A | ∃b ∈ A such that Conc(b) = conf (φ ,ψ) and b is attacked by
E and a is a direct attack argument of the form W,b ⇒ Z}.

2. ⇝′=⇝|A ′×A ′ ∪ {(a,b) | a,b ∈ A ′ and ∃c ∈ E such that Conc(c) = conf (φ ,ψ)
and ∃ b′ ∈ Sub(b) s.t. a directly attacks b′ (Definition 7) according to the conflict
φ ▷ψ}.

Proposition 1 Consider a finitary CAF=< A ,⇝> and its corresponding EAF=<
A ′,⇝′> built on the grounded extension E and having grounded extension E ′. Then
E ∩A ′ = E ′.

Proof 1 Let’s consider an argumentation framework CAF =<A ,⇝>. We call the char-
acteristic function of CAF the function F : 2A → 2A such that F(Args) = {X |∀Y such
that Y ⇝X, then ∃Z ∈Args such that Z⇝Y} where Args⊆A . Let us consider grounded
extension as the minimal conflict-free fixed point of the characteristic function F—i.e. the
union of a sequence E0, . . . ,En obtained by iterative application of the F function on the
empty set, and where E0 = /0. We prove that E ∩A ′ = E ′.

We first prove that E∩A ′ ⊆E ′. Suppose a∈E∩A ′. We prove that a∈E ′ as follows.
Base case: a has no attackers in A according to⇝ so a ∈ E1 ∩A ′. Then there can

only be attackers of a in A ′ according to⇝′ if there is a relevant conflict argument b in
E that says that the conclusion of some argument x ∈ A conflicts with a’s conclusion.
But then there exists a direct attack argument x,b ⇒ att(a) in A , which contradicts that
a has no attackers in A . So x ̸∈ A ′, so a has no attackers in A ′, so a ∈ E ′.

Induction step: Assume that all arguments in Ei−1 ∩A ′ are in E ′. Consider any
a ∈ Ei. Any b ∈ A ′ such that b⇝′ a is such that b⇝ a or b ̸⇝ a. First, any such b
such that b⇝ a is attacked by Ei−1 according to⇝. Then by the induction hypothesis, if
b ∈ A ′, then b is also attacked by E ′. Next, consider any such b such that b ̸⇝ a. Then
there is a direct attack argument m ∈ A of the form b,X ′ ⇒ att(a′) with a′ ∈ Sub(a).
Then m⇝ a so there exists an m′ ∈ Ei−1 such that m′⇝m. Note that m is a direct attack
argument, so m is of the form c,Z ⇒ att(b′) with b′ ∈ Sub(b). By closure of E under
subarguments (an easy adaptation of the same result on standard ASPIC+), c and Z are
also in Ei−1. But then by the induction hypothesis c ∈ E ′ and c⇝′ b. So a ∈ E ′.

We next prove that E ′ ⊆ E ∩A ′. Suppose a ∈ E ′. We prove that a ∈ E as follows.
Base case: a has no attackers in A ′ so a ∈ E ′

1. Consider any b ∈ A such that
b⇝ a. Then b is a direct attack argument of the form c,X ⇒ att(a), with X a conflict
argument that says that the conclusion of argument c ∈ A conflicts with a’s conclusion.
But since a has no attackers in A ′, we have that b ̸∈A ′ because of either condition (1a)
or condition (1b) of Definition 14. In the case of (1b), b is attacked according to⇝ on X
by an argument in E. In the case of (1a), we have X ∈ E, so, according to condition (2)
of Definition 14, we have that c⇝′ a. But this contradicts that a has no attackers in A ′.
The two cases together prove that a ∈ E.
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Induction step: Assume that all arguments in E ′
i−1 are in E. Consider any a ∈ E ′

i .
Then all b ∈ A ′ such that b⇝′ a are attacked by E ′

i−1 according to ⇝′. Then b could
be either a regular argument or a direct attack argument of the form c,X ⇒ att(a′) with
a′ ∈ Sub(a). In the latter case, since b ∈ A then, by the induction hypothesis, b is also
attacked by E according to ⇝. In the first case, since b⇝′ a, there must exist a direct
attack argument m ∈ A of the form b,X ⇒ att(a′) with a′ ∈ Sub(a) such that m⇝ a.
But, by induction hypotheses, b and m are both attacked according to⇝ by E. The two
cases together prove that a ∈ E.

Since E ∩A ′ ⊆ E ′ and E ′ ⊆ E ∩A ′ then E ′ = E ∩A ′.

The second property we want to demonstrate builds on top of what we have just
proven. We have seen that it is possible to move the conflicts in the grounded extension at
the object level without altering the results. However, the resulting Equivalent Standard
AF still contains the meta-level attack arguments that are not in the extension or attacked
by a member of it. The question is whether there are cases in which the conflict frame-
work can be completely transformed into a regular argumentation framework. The im-
plication of this finding would be straightforward: the Conflict-based framework would
be a generalisation of a regular abstract argumentation framework. This is a fundamental
property for every model trying to provide a conservative extension like ours.

The next proposition shows that a Conflict-based Argumentation Framework is a
generalisation of a standard abstract argumentation framework.

Proposition 2 Consider a CAF=< A ,⇝> and its corresponding equivalent EAF=<
A ′,⇝′> built on the σ extension E. If ∀x ∈ {a ∈ A |Conc(a) = con f (φ ,ψ)} we have
that either x ∈ E or ∃(d,x) ∈⇝ s.t. d ∈ E, then EAF is a regular argumentation frame-
work as in Definition 9.

Proof 2 By Definition 14 if all the conflict arguments are either in the extension or at-
tacked by a member of it, then all the Direct Attack Arguments can be discarded leaving
only the arguments produced using Definition 6. The attack set would then be given by
the set of conflicts claimed by the argument in the extension using Definition 7. Conse-
quently, the result is a regular argumentation framework as in Definition 9.

Example 3 (Gender Example: propositions) To ground Proposition 1 and 2 let us con-
sider again the framework in Example 2.First, we have to build the Equivalent Standard
AF using the results of Dung’s grounded semantics. All the conflict arguments are either
in the extension (A3) or attacked by a member of the extension (A4, A5). Accordingly, we
can delete from the set of arguments the linked attack arguments (MA0, MA1, MA2), and
use the conflict claimed by A3 to build the new attack set. We have only three attacks,
A9⇝ A2, A9⇝ A4 and A9⇝ A5, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Equivalent Standard AF from Example 3
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If we apply the grounded semantics to the framework then we obtain the extension
{A0,A1,A3,A6,A7,A8,A9}—the same as in the Conflict-based AF but without attack ar-
guments, as claimed by Property 1. It is worth noting that we obtained a regular frame-
work as result: all the conflicts are known a priori and the same framework could have
been built using the standard ASPIC+ definitions.

In the general case, however, we cannot have a complete equivalency between a
CAF and a regular framework. Indeed, if an argument for con f (ψ,φ) is undecided –
neither in the extension nor attacked by one of its members –, then the uncertainty can
be propagated to the attack argument and then to the attacked argument, thus preventing
them to be part of the extension. We could not obtain the same result without considering
the Direct Attack Argument, because the absence of the conflict would potentially allow
the attacked argument to be accepted without considering the potential uncertainty in
the state of the conflict. In other words, a CAF framework is capable of conveying more
information on the state of an attack w.r.t. a standard argumentation framework, thus
making the transformation to a regular framework impossible in the general case.

Example 4 (Partial Transformation) Let us consider the theory where Kp = {p,q,r,−r}
and Ks = {con f (r,−r),con f (−r,r)} and Rd = {r => con f (p,q)}. Starting from this
theory we can build the Conflict-based framework and then the Equivalent one as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Conflict-based Argumentation framework from Example 4 on the left, Equivalent framework on the
right.

If we apply Dung’s grounded semantics to the frameworks, in both cases we obtain
the extension {A0,A5,A6}. It can be noticed that the Equivalent framework still contains
an attack argument (A7) due to the uncertainty in A3’s evaluation. Indeed, without know-
ing if A3 is in the extension or definitely rejected – i.e. attacked by a member of the ex-
tension –, it is impossible to decide whether A0 should attack A1 or not in the Equivalent
Standard AF. Consequently, every alteration of the Equivalent attack set on the basis of
this conflict would lead to a possible modification in the semantics results—i.e. the attack
argument A7 with the connected attacks must be preserved in the Equivalent AF.
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4. Related Research

Modgil & Bench-Capon [8] introduce the notion of meta-level argumentation frame-
works. The arguments of meta-level argumentation frameworks make claims about
object-level abstract argumentation frameworks according to the theory of such frame-
works, for example, “A is in a preferred extension of AF” or “argument A in AF defeats
argument B in AF”. Constraints are formulated on the attacks of the meta-level frame-
work to ensure that such statements are correct with respect to the object level. For exam-
ple, “y defeats x” attacks “x is justified”. This allows the formalisation of Dung’s theory
of abstract argumentation frameworks in meta-level argumentation frameworks that have
the same semantics as Dung’s original frameworks. Moreover, Modgil & Bench-Capon
show that the same approach can be used to formalise variants of Dung-style argumenta-
tion frameworks, such as preference- and value based AFs and extended AFs. In a similar
way, Boella & al. [9] develop a general methodology for instantiating Dung’s original
argumentation frameworks starting from extended argumentation frameworks through a
flattening technique—comparably to what is done in [10]. The resulting framework oper-
ates on meta-arguments, for example in the form “argument A is accepted” while remain-
ing in the formal framework of Dung’s argumentation theory. While these approaches
are theoretically very interesting, they do not specify the structure of arguments at the
object level and therefore seem less suitable for knowledge representation.

Moving beyond abstract argumentation, [11] introduces a variant of defeasible logic,
Defeasible Meta-Logic, to represent defeasible meta-theories, by proposing algorithms
to compute the (meta-)extensions of such theories, and by proving their computational
complexity.

Wooldridge & al. [12] develop a completely different approach for dealing with the
meta-argumentative nature of argument systems. The work proposes a hierarchical first-
order meta-logic, producing a three tiers argument system. Level 0 contains statements
on the object domain, level 1 introduces the notion of arguments and acceptability, while
level 2 is used to reason on the structure of arguments and their relations. This formalism
– because of the required hierarchical representation –, although enabling a clear separa-
tion between meta- and object- level concepts, could result in decreased flexibility in the
formalisation of the knowledge in the system.

A limited kind of meta-argumentation can be found in argumentation frameworks
that allow for arguments about preferences. In [13] conflicts between mutually rebutting
arguments are decided by preferences, which are established by arguments included in
the same argumentation framework. A fix-point semantics is used to compute extensions
including preference arguments. Reasoning about preferences has been recently mod-
elled by introducing a new kind of attack, namely, a preference-based attack against at-
tacks [14]. Dung & al. [4] expands this idea, by having a framework that includes at-
tack arguments, as well as preference attack arguments against attacks. In this way, the
framework obtained can be evaluated by using standard Dung semantics.

5. Conclusions

Our paper has presented a meta-argumentation framework for reasoning over conflicts.
In particular, we have provided an ASPIC+ extension allowing the encoding of conflicts
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between formulae in the argumentation language. The conflicts – on which can be argued
in the framework – are exploited to build meta-arguments representing attacks between
arguments. The result is a framework in which the set of valid attacks is dynamically
connected to the acceptability status of the conflicts used to derive them. In this way, we
have modelled meta-argumentation while preserving the semantics of standard abstract
argumentation introduced by [2].

At the moment, this work is limited to grounded semantics only. A natural direc-
tion for a future extension is to also provide formal proofs of the framework soundness
for other Dung’s semantics—i.e. complete, stable, preferred. Future work will also be
devoted to comparing with alternative approaches, e.g. [12] as applied in [15], and ex-
tending the model so as to include other meta-components in the framework—e.g. con-
ditional preferences [4] and nested meta-rules [11].
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